
 

 

Minutes of PPG zoom meeting December 8th 2020 7.30pm 

 

Present  

 

Lynne Mitchell (Chair), David Standen (vice Chair), Jen Hesmer,  Lin Holmes, Angela 

Millington,  Alison Green and Andrée Stevens. 

No Apologies. 

Minutes of last meeting were amended and agreed. 

Matters Arising 

Lynne said that some of us are receiving a large number of emails from various NHS 

people. Kevin (Forum Chair) has said that it would be good if the email system was 

streamlined and the PPG Chairs send them on to PPG members. 

Lynne also told us that she had passed on the piece regarding face coverings and also a 

piece from the PPG thanking the surgery staff for everything they had done and wishing 

them all a Happy Christmas, to be included in the newsletter. 

It was decided the article about information tech-knowledge should be included in the 

newsletter at a later date. 

Agenda 

We discussed how the staff at the surgery were having to deal with a huge amount of extra 

work due to Covid.  

It was suggested by Alison that we try and put a piece in the Newsletter explaining to 

patients the problems that the staff are having and asking for their forbearance. Alison said 

that she would draft a piece for us and we could add to it if we wished and agree for it to 

be published. 

Lynne said that she had bought some biscuits and sweets for the staff from the PPG. 

The Covid vaccine was discussed and information given out from the CCG about the roll 

out to hospital hubs. 

It was decided that the subject of vaccination should be on the agenda for the next few 

months. It was suggested that we could ask Dr Radia or a member of staff to join us for a 

few minutes at our next meeting to see if there is anything we can do to help and to keep 

us updated about what the practice is having to deal with, however it was decided that 

everybody at the practice is too busy to do this at the present time. 



 

 

It was also suggested that Suzanne could join us at some time to discuss how the PPG can 

add things on face-book and/or the newsletter. 

 

Any Other Business 

Lynne asked about forwarding emails to us and also asked us if we had filled up our Data 

Protection forms that we can still receive emails from other NHS organisations. 

The CCG are going to do some question and answer meetings and wanted suggestions for 

discussion.  

The new 111 system is up and running and the fact that it is being advertised by so many 

different organisations was discussed. 

The meeting closed at 8.40pm 

 

   

 

 


